Aug. 6, 1919

Dear Mr. Robertson,

The best I could say, with regard to the letters which would be their publication in the American Historical Review, J. F. Jameson, editor, Chicago University, Washington.

I do not think any Chicago letter would interest me for them or even print them in any desirable way. Mr. Jameson.
On the other hand pub.
lishers were quarter a
considerable means of letters
and documents of this sort.

Since we have a good
many letters and papers of
Harrison and others in
our current collection,
should be glad if the origi-
nal letters could come to
us to make our collection
complete. The trust with
library of lawyers will not
pay any money to my
brother to lend.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Oak Bluffs, Mass.
July 14, 1913

My dear Aunt Judson:

I have just finished a two-hundred-page history of
the Thirty Years' War. I am going to publish it
soon. I have also written a long essay on
unpublished letters of Anna Maria Croghan
and of her Coleman ancestors.

I have spent most of my time
writing and editing. There are five chapters of
first length: history, letters of my historical

[Handwritten text continues on the page]
As we reached the fancy room, Trump addressed Mr. Rockefeller, "What is your role in the building of the Trump Tower?"

Mr. Rockefeller replied, "I am the financier and developer of the property."

I asked, "What is the impact of the Trump Tower on the city and the world?"

Mr. Rockefeller said, "The Trump Tower is a symbol of success and wealth. It is a showcase of American real estate development."

I asked, "What is your goal for the Trump Tower?"

Mr. Rockefeller replied, "My goal is to create a world-class building that will be a lasting monument to the spirit of America."

I asked, "What challenges did you face during the construction of the Trump Tower?"

Mr. Rockefeller said, "We faced many challenges, including environmental issues, financing, and political opposition. But we overcame them all to create a masterpiece."

I asked, "How does the Trump Tower fit into your vision for New York City?"

Mr. Rockefeller replied, "The Trump Tower is a vital part of my vision for New York City. It will be a beacon of success and prosperity for years to come."

I asked, "What do you hope the Trump Tower will do for the city?"

Mr. Rockefeller said, "I hope the Trump Tower will inspire others to believe in the American dream. It is a testament to the power of hard work and determination."
My dear President Lincoln:

"Jessie" and I are in an unusual mood. We can't get along without her. She is the love of my life. I write to inquire of any leading paper or magazine in N.Y. City, if extant a historical article I had written about the Battle of Long Island? I have all of the original matter in my desk. Some two or three letters, memos, and publications. Some years ago a quantity of letters came into my hands relating to the correspondence between Harrison & Coopham fort July 1812. I have kept them. Many communications were made by the British ships of 21 guns and 180, fifteen men after the same number of British soldiers, and Securing holding an elevation of 1000 feet. I have a lot of many letters - to her, with her filling in the blank. I am almost bankrupt. I need a new library to call it mine.
[Handwritten text in Arabic, not legible due to handwriting style and quality]
I have written up this story with full details for original
sources, (as of course some of what has
been printed) but many all original-
or-tales & pretty and chapters. The Century
Co. declined my story & later I go, for
the Magazine—lies were already crowded
but if my let me know the result a
few days since.

I want it to go into a few papers,
(ala Magazine, or perhaps can 1
lead) Daily Chico paper. It could
so into 2 or 3 Starry papers, or
Windsor.

Of course, I don't mean honorable
obj. The law libraries at Wills is
on right on. Two law libraries at Wills is
can, at Bar Mo's was the Miss. I will
get money either from or other people.

I 2 prefer to turn. The they are in the
book literary line.

What can anybody suggest?
I hope you found the above information useful. If you have any further questions or need more assistance, feel free to ask.

For future reference, here are some suggestions:

1. Always review your work to ensure accuracy.
2. Stay organized and keep track of your progress.
3. Practice regularly to improve your skills.

If you need any clarification or help, please don't hesitate to reach out.

Best regards,
[Your Name]
In 60 hope that this find you well and cluster an hill and perhaps a happy, as surely you seem to be.

With kindest to you do

Doris

Our delays (26) is the holding a my want with Bermudian, of special prime of as an artist.

& (24) a part of my Mr. Amulet is to day five week in New York in writing Adventures to. That is my self indeed & as fully in cunted in Art & Letters as son.